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Design of thin micro-architectured panels with
extension-bending coupling effects using topology optimization

Filippo Agnelli , Grigor Nika, Andrei Constantinescu

Abstract

We design thin micro-architectured panels with programmable macroscopic behaviour using inverse
homogenization, the Hadamard shape derivative, and a level set method in the diffuse interface
context. The optimally designed microstructures take into account the extension-bending effect in
addition to in-plane stiffness and out-of-plane bending stiffness. Furthermore, we present numerical
examples of optimal microstructures that attain different targets for different volume fractions and
interpret the physical significance of the extension-bending coupling. The simultaneous control of
the in-plane, out-of-plane and their coupled behaviour enables to shift a flat panel into a dome or
saddle shaped structure under the action of an in-plane loading. Moreover, the obtained unit cells
are elementary blocks to create three-dimensional objects with shape-morphing capabilities.

1 Introduction

Improved additive manufacturing capabilities have facilitated exploitation of material design to create intri-
cate microarchitectures with macroscopically programmable behaviour. This contemporary advancement
of manufacturing technologies has led to the widespread adoption of materials with complex microstruc-
tures over the last decades [46, 18, 24, 29, 30, 17, 41, 12, 8]. The attainability of said materials to be
constructed through sophisticated, hierarchical microstructures, allows them to avoid inherently conflict-
ing mechanical properties in engineering practice. Hence, it is no surprise that they are highly desirable
by engineers and physical scientists.

An example of a material with periodic micro-structure manufactured by classical processes is the hon-
eycomb elastic panel [32, 37]. It has witnessed many applications in industry due to its high strength-to-
weight ratio [45, 68] and its exceptional properties outside the elastic domain [62, 69, 43]. In the context
of panels, the manufacturing of tailored micro-architecture of the material through various 3D printing
technologies opens the way to customize the material distribution through the thickness. The wide range
of novel micro-architectures will locally couple various material properties, such as extension and bend-
ing response, in what are called generally “transformation mechanisms”. The underlying interest is the
morphing of flat panels into three-dimensional shells, an ubiquitous mechanism found in nature with
increasing technological applications [53].

In engineering, flat panels permitted the development of three-dimensional objects of complex geome-
tries [38, 34, 44] and unleashed new functionalities for exploring harsh or inaccessible environments
[56, 40] and delivering increasingly large and complex payloads [12, 22]. However, due to their micro-
structural intricacy, panel equations and associated boundary conditions are utilized and applied on a
macroscopic scale where often extension–bending effects are present. Designing 3D micro-structures
with desired extension–bending effects is one of the aims of this work.
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One of the methods designed for the analysis of micro-architectured materials is the theory of homog-
enization [4, 15, 58, 23, 45, 10]. In this theory, the effective material properties of periodic structures
are defined by the analysis on a periodic cell and, in turn, these properties depend on the mechanics
of constituents and the topology of the periodic structure but are independent of the external boundary
conditions and applied forces. Naturally, there exists a large body of work deriving the homogenized
equations of panels/plates [20, 39, 42, 45, 57]. For panels with thickness comparable to the length of the
period, the derived effective model consists of a coupled system of equations, one equation models the
in-plane behaviour of the panel while the second equation models the flexural curvature. Consequently,
three sets of effective coefficients are obtained that can be computed numerically once a geometry and
volume fraction are determined [20, 42, 45]. The first set of effective coefficients captures the in-plane
panel stiffness, the second set captures the bending stiffness, and the third set captures the extension–
bending effect of the panel.

When it comes to designing materials with microstructure, modern numerical methods such as shape
and topology optimization [28, 14, 7] have become prevalent in this realm, leading to the design of novel
complex morphologies. For periodic materials, the overall properties can be studied using homogeniza-
tion where the effective coefficients computed take into account the bulk material composition as well as
the geometry layout [13]. Topology optimization using inverse homogenization exploits this fact in order to
systematically identify optimal topologies and volume fractions for two-dimesional [59, 66, 67, 65, 63, 50,
2] and more recently three-dimensional periodic cell [1, 9, 64]. The works cited above, designed optimal
microstructures using inverse homogenization in 2D or 3D for elastic or thermo-elastic material. However,
the optimal design of panels seems not to have progressed as rapidly. One of the pioneering papers in
the design of composite plates is that of [31], where the authors consider the design of extremely rigid
clamped square plates. In their analysis, they consider the out-of-plane displacement of the plate with-
out taking into account any extension–bending effects. More recently two–scale topology optimization of
composite plates was undertaken in [51]. The authors assumed that, macroscopically, the plate follows
the Reissner–Mindlin theory and considered two optimization problems: in-plane optimization of the pe-
riodic cell that maximizes the macroscopic stiffness of the composite plate and in-plane optimization of
the periodic cell that maximizes the macroscopic displacements at prescribed nodes. To our knowledge
no attempt has been made in the literature to optimize the effective coefficients that control in-plane stiff-
ness, out-of-plane bending, and extension–bending coupling at the same time. In contrast, the work in
this article is devoted to designing panels with programmable macroscopic behaviour, governed by the
Kirchoff–Love model as that is derived from the theory of homogenization in [20, 42, 45]. Building upon
our previous work in [2, 3, 50], we use inverse homogenization and a level set method coupled with the
Hadamard shape derivative [7, 5] to construct plate elastic moduli within the periodic cell in the context
of the diffuse interphase approach (or smoothed interphase approach) [5] that exhibit certain prescribed
macroscopic behaviour for a single material and “void”. The diffuse interphase approach entails approxi-
mating the sharp interphase between material and “void” with a smooth, thin transitional layer of size 2e
, where e > 0 is a small number. This is primarily done for mathematical and physical reasons alike.
The approach presented here allows for direct control of the extension–bending coefficient in addition to
direct control of the in-plane stiffness and the out-of-plane bending stiffness.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we specify the problem setting and we present the
panel’s effective equations and the associate effective moduli. Section 3 is devoted to formulating the
cost functional, introducing the level set method in the diffuse interface context and the discussion of
the volume constraints. Section 4 presents the optimization algorithm and addresses certain algorithmic
issues that arise. Section 5 deals with the implementation and discussion of several numerical examples
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Design of thin micro-architectured panels using topology optimization 3

as well as the physical meaning of the extension-bending coupling. A short summary and additional
remarks in Section 6 concludes the paper.

Notation. Throughout the paper will make use of Cartesian coordinates and of the following notation:

� Scalars are denoted by italic letters.

� Vectors, second order tensors and fourth order tensors are denoted by bold face italic letters, e.g.
u={ui}3i=1, σ={σij}3i,j=1 andC={Cijk`}3i,j,k,`=1.

� We adopt the Einstein summation convention, unless otherwise stated, where Latin indices i, j, k
range form 1 to 3 and Greek indices α, β, γ range from 1 to 2.

� The average of a quantity over a region, e.g. D, is denoted by 〈•〉D while by 〈• | •〉 we denote
the duality product.

� The dot product between two second order tensors A and B is denoted by A:B =∑N
i,j=1Aij Bji where Aij and Bij are the tensor components.

� The following differential operators will be used:

� ∇φ with components φ,i

� ∇u with components ui,j

� ∇·u = ui,i

� ∇·σ with components σij,j

2 Setting of the problem

Domain definition. The panel under consideration is occupying a bounded domain Ωh = ω ×
]−h/2, h/2[ ⊂ R3, characterised by its neutral plane ω ⊂ R2 of characteristic length L, and by
its thickness h along the (O, x3) axis. The domain Ωh is delimited by a regular boundary Γ, which
is decomposed into a lateral boundary Γlat = ∂ω× ] − h/2, h/2[, and a top/bottom boundary
Γ± = ω × {±h/2}.

The panel’s micro-structure is characterized by an in-plane periodic arrangement, composed of a large
number of identical unit cells. The period, i.e. the characteristic length of a unit cell `, is assumed to be
small in comparison to the characteristic size of the panelL. The small parameter ε = O(`/L)� O(1)
referred to as the scale factor, expresses this difference of scales. This scale separation assumption
allows one to obtain a set of homogenized plate equations as is presented in the following section.
In addition, h and ` are assumed to be comparable in scale, for the purposes of this work. Their ratio,
denoted by r = h/` = O(1), describes the cell’s aspect ratio. This implies that the height is proportional
to the small parameter ε.
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Figure 1: Architectured panel Ωh with a in-plane periodic arrangement of unit cells Y . The cell’s aspect
ratio r is defined as r = h/`. Concept of homogenization yields an equivalent anisotropic homogeneous
plate.

Equations at the local scale. Let Y = [0, 1]2 × [−r/2, r/2] be the rescaled periodic unit cell,
described by the set of coordinates y defined as follows:

y = x/ε

Note that the scaling is made with respect to ε for both in-plane and out of the plane components. Through
this choice, the rescaled unit cell’s Y thus preserves its aspect ratio, unlike in the monograph of Caillerie
[20].

The panel is assumed to behave as a linearly elastic anisotropic body. The spatial distribution of the
elastic stiffnessCε is expressed by:

Cε(x) =
1

ε3
C
(x
ε

)
(1)

where C(y) is an in-plane periodic, piecewise constant, isotropic fourth order tensor. As proposed by
Caillerie in [20], the elastic moduli are assumed to depend on ε mainly according to 1/ε3: as the plate
gets thinner, it becomes stiffer in order to withstand the stresses that are applied to it. Moreover, the solid
is submitted to surface traction g at the boundary Γ±ε and a homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition
for the displacement at the boundary Γlat

ε .

In the framework of linear elasticity, the composite panel is governed by the following set of equations
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and boundary conditions: 
∇ · σε = 0 in Ωε,

σε = Cε(x) : ε(uε) in Ωε,

uε = 0 on Γlat
ε ,

σε · n = g on Γ±ε ,

(2)

where uε is the displacement field, ε(uε) = 1
2

(
∇uε + ∇>uε

)
is the small strain tensor, and n is the

external unit normal of Γ±ε .

Equations at the macroscopic scale. The composite panel is assumed to behave as a linearly elastic
anisotropic thin plate. We recall that the plate problem consists in finding a plate displacement field
U(x1, x2) and the corresponding generalized strain field (ε(U),χ(U3)) expressed by:

εαβ(U) =
1

2
(Uα,β + Uβ,α) , χαβ(U3) = −U3,αβ (3)

where εαβ is the plane strain, χαβ is the tensor of bending curvature and a generalized stress field
(N ,M) on ω with N the plane stress and M the moments, satisfying the following set of equations
(refer to section 8.2. in [57] for further details):

∇ ·N + T = 0 in ω

∇ · (∇ ·M) + ∇ ·Q− T3 = 0 in ω

N = A : ε(U) +B : χ(U3) in ω

M = B> : ε(U) +D : χ(U3) in ω

U = 0 on ∂ω

(4)

where T andQ represent the generalized external loads:

T =

∫
±h/2

g dx3, Q =

∫
±h/2

x3 g dx3,

The elastic material behaviour is expressed through the elasticity tensorsA,B andD with the following
symmetries:

Aαβγδ = Aβαγδ = Aαβδγ = Aγδαβ,

Bαβγδ = Bβαγδ = Bαβδγ ,

Dαβγδ = Dβαγδ = Dαβδγ = Dγδαβ,

which guarantee symmetry of strains and stresses as well as the existence of an energy potential. In
more precise terms, A describes the in-plane behaviour, D describes the bending behaviour, and their
coupling is expressed throughB. Note that in most engineering applications, where panels feature sym-
metric geometry and material distribution along the thickness, normal and shear behaviour get uncoupled
for the membrane part, yieldingB = 0. The complementary behaviour is investigated here, i.e. we aim
at designing panels with exceptional extension-bending coupling effect.
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Effective plate moduli. Through periodic homogenization theory we obtain the effective tensors A∗,
B∗ andD∗ as first developed by D. Caillerie in [20] (see also [42, 45]). This procedure is schematically
depicted in Figure 1. Moreover, the effective thin plate elasticity tensors described above can be com-
puted in their energy form from the solutions of elasticity problems with prescribed mean strain modes.
More precisely, the effective coefficientsA∗,B∗ andD∗ are expressed, component-wise, as:

A∗αβγδ =
r

|Y |

∫
Y

(
Eαβ + εy(wαβ)

)
: C(y) :

(
Eγδ + εy(wγδ)

)
dy,

B∗αβγδ =
r

|Y |

∫
Y

(
Xαβ + εy(pαβ)

)
: C(y) :

(
Eγδ + εy(wγδ)

)
dy,

D∗αβγδ =
r

|Y |

∫
Y

(
Xαβ + εy(pαβ)

)
: C(y) :

(
Xγδ + εy(pγδ)

)
dy.

(5)

In the above equations,Eαβ (resp.Xαβ) are the prescribed mean in-plane (resp. flexural) strain modes
on the unit cell, depicted in Figure 2. They are chosen to form a vector basis in the space of second order
symmetric tensors and are expressed as:

Eαβ =
1

2
(δiαδjβ + δiβδjα) ei⊗ej , Xαβ =

y3

2
(δiαδjβ + δiβδjα) ei⊗ej , (6)

wαβ and pαβ are displacement fields, solutions of the 6 local problems (see Figure 2). Let
us further remark, that the tensor Eαβ is constant and the tensor Xαβ depends on the verti-
cal position which permits to define the local periodic fields. By introducing the functional space
V(Y ):=

{
v ∈ H1(Y ) | v is (y1, y2)-periodic, 〈v〉Y =0

}
, the cell problems can be expressed in their

variational formulation:

Findwγδ ∈ V(Y ) such that:∫
Y

(
Eγδ + εy(wγδ)

)
:C(y):εy(ϕ) dy = 0, ∀ϕ ∈ V(Y ).

(7)

Findpγδ ∈ V(Y ) such that:∫
Y

(
Xαβ + εy(pαβ)

)
:C(y):εy(ψ) dy = 0, ∀ψ ∈ V(Y ).

(8)

We point out that the first local problem (7) is concerned with the in-plane deformation modes, while the
local problem (8) corresponds to the out-of-plane bending modes.

3 Optimization problem

Cost functional. The design domain of the optimization is the periodic cell Y ∈ [0, 1]2× [−r/2, r/2]
defined in the previous section. For expediency, we consider only a two-phase material with the extension
to multi-phase material being handled as in e.g. [5], [50]. The cell may be decomposed into a strong
phase S (typically the material phase), that will also be referred to as shape, and weak phase S̄ (which
represents the void), separated by a interphase ∂S. Moreover, we assume that (S, S̄) ⊂ Y are smooth,
open, bounded subsets and define the set of admissible shapes,

Uad:= {S ⊂ Y is open, bounded, and smooth | fm ≤ |S| ≤ fM} (9)
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x1

x2

x3

E11 E22 E12

X11 X22 X12

Figure 2: Strain modes imposed to solve the local problems (7) and (8). The undeformed unit cell is
represented by dotted lines, whereas the deformed configuration is indicated by solid lines. The first row
displays the three in-plane modes, namely two tensions and one in-plane shear, whereas the second row
corresponds to the out of the plane modes, namely two bending and one shear bending.

where fm and fM are two real numbers ranging between 0 and 1. Hence, we define an objective function
J , to be minimized over all possible admissible shapes, as a sum of weighted Euclidean norms:

J (S) =
1

2

∥∥A∗ −Atarget
∥∥2

ηA
+

1

2

∥∥B∗ −Btarget
∥∥2

ηB
+

1

2

∥∥D∗ −Dtarget
∥∥2

ηD
, (10)

whereAtarget,Btarget andDtarget denote given target thin plate tensor values, while ηA, ηB and ηD
are the weight coefficients carrying the same type of symmetry as their respective tensor. Consequently,
the topology optimization problem under consideration reads:

inf
S⊂Uad

J (S),

subject to (7) and (8).
(11)

The constraints are enforced using an augmented Lagrangian method, which is detailed in B. We remark
that finding an exact volume fraction compatible with a given elastic stiffness target is a tedious task.
Hence, we prefer to choose an interval for the volume fraction rather than setting a specific single value
target. The benefit of using an interval volume constraint is two fold: on one hand, if the prescribed
material volume fraction is relatively low, the target could fall outside the range of achievable tensors [47,
48], resulting in a final shape with undesired effects (see for example the gap between the target and
the obtained results in the two first final shapes of [2]). This is an even bigger issue considering that to
our knowledge, variational bounds for elastic thin plates have not yet been studied. On the other hand,
if the prescribed material volume fraction is relatively high, the algorithm may converge to shapes that
are excessively bulky (e.g. large blocs connected with thin hinges) or in the worst case scenario, it would
leave some unconnected material phases (islands) in the final micro-structure.
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3.1 Coupling shape sensitivity with a level set description

Shape sensitivity analysis. Shape optimization problems are often not compatible with discrete or
zero-order methods [60], rather, they are addressed using gradient-based continuous optimisation al-
gorithms. The notion of gradient for shape optimization problems, namely the method for describing
variations of a shape, is based on Hadamard’s boundary variation method which has become standard
in the literature [55, section 2.6], [26, Chapter 4], [36, Chapter 5], [7, Chapter 6].

Henceforth, the characterization of different phases is described using a level set function and as a
consequence, a descent direction can be obtained by computing the shape derivative of J (S) within
the classical shape sensitivity framework of Hadamard. A short description of the level set is provided
next, while the detailed derivation of the shape derivative of J (S) can be found in A for the readers
convenience.

Shape representation by the level set method. Developed by Osher and Sethian [54], the level set
method is a technique for tracking interfaces which are implicitly defined via the zero level set of an
auxiliary scalar function φ. The key idea consists in replacing the usual representation of a domain
ω ⊂ Y by an implicit representation, as the negative sub-domain of an auxiliary scalar function φ
defined on the whole space Y , as illustrated in Figure 3. More precisely, the shape ω is known via a
function φ : Y → R defined in Equation (12).

φ > 0

φ = 0

φ < 0


φ(y) < 0 if y ∈ S (material)

φ(y) = 0 if y ∈ ∂S (boundary)

φ(y) > 0 if y ∈ S̄ = Y \ S, (void)

(12)

Figure 3: Representation of the shape in a two-dimensional unit cell: a 3D representation of the level set
sliced by the plane φ = 0 projection of the level set on the Cartesian plane (center), characteristic sets
defined by the level set, i.e. void and material phases and their reciprocal boundary.

A pseudo time t ∈ R+ is defined to characterise the evolution of the shape S(t) via its corresponding
level set φ(y(t), t). Initially the interphase of the shape is described by φ(y) = 0 if y ∈ ΓS . Conse-
quently, for any pseudo time t, y(t) ∈ ΓS(t) satisfies φ(y(t), t) = 0. Differentiating with respect to the
pseudo time t yields:

dφ

dt
(y(t), t) = 0 ⇒ ∂φ

∂t
(y, t) + θ(y, t) ·∇φ(y, t) = 0, (13)

where θ = ∂y
dt is the velocity field of the interphase ΓS(t). For a small variation of the shape, its evo-

lution is completely described by the normal component of velocity field θ, as justified by the Hadamard
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structure theorem [7, 49]. Hence, after introducing the normal component of θ: V = θ · n, eq. (13) can
be written as:

∂φ

∂t
(y, t) + V (y, t) |∇φ(y, t)| = 0, ∀t, ∀y ∈ Y, (14)

which takes form of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation.

Smooth interphase approach. In each phase, the material properties are characterised by an isotropic
elastic tensor Cn (n = S refers to the stronger phase, n = S̄ refer to the weaker one). Assuming a
sharp interface would induce a discontinuity of Cn. For physical and mathematical reasons it is often
desirable to model the interphase as a smooth, transitional layer of thickness 2e, where e is a small
positive parameter. Following the ideas in [5, Section 2], the level set function serves as a base to define
the smooth local stiffness tensor Ce in Y as a regular interpolation between the strong phase and the
weak phase. The transition from a sharp to a smooth interface is achieved first by redistancing the level
set φ to become the signed distance function dS to the interface boundary ΓS . Then, using a Heaviside
type of function we describe the distribution of elastic properties in a smooth way. The Heaviside function
He used in this study reads:

He(t) =


0 if t < −e,
1

2

(
1 +

t

e
+

1

π
sin(

πt

e
)

)
if |t| ≤ e,

1 if t > e.

(15)

The choice of the regularizing function He is not unique: it is possible to use other type of regularizing
functions (see [66] for instance). Hence, the properties of the material occupying the unit cell Y are then
defined as a smooth interpolation between the tensorsCS andCS̄ ,

Ce = He(dS)(CS̄ −CS) +CS , (16)

and the material volume fraction |S| is defined by,

|S| = 1

|Y |

∫
Y

(1−He) dy. (17)

Lastly, from the computations in Appendix A, the expressions for the shape derivative ofJ (S) in direction
of the velocity field θ under the approximation of thin smooth interphase reads:

J ′(S)(θ) = −
∫

ΓS

(fA(s) + fB(s) + fD(s)) θ · n ds, (18)

where

fA(s) =
r

|Y |
∥∥A∗(dS)−Atarget

∥∥
ηA

(
Eγδ+εy(wγδ)

)
:
(
CS̄−CS

)
:
(
Eαβ+εy(wαβ)

)
,

fB(s) =
r

|Y |
∥∥B∗(dS)−Btarget

∥∥
ηB

(
Eγδ+εy(wγδ)

)
:
(
CS̄−CS

)
:
(
Xαβ+εy(pαβ)

)
,

fD(s) =
r

|Y |
∥∥D∗(dS)−Dtarget

∥∥
ηD

(
Xγδ+εy(pγδ)

)
:
(
CS̄−CS

)
:
(
Xαβ+εy(pαβ)

)
.

Hence, a descent direction can always be selected by choosing θ = (fA(s)+fB(s)+fD(s))n.

As a final comment, we remark that the smooth interface approach affects any numerical integration and
its associated discretization scheme used in all problems.
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3.2 Volume constraint

The result in Equation (18) corresponds to the unconstrained problem. To ensure that S ⊂ Uad, we rely
on an augmented Lagrangian approach to enforce a two-sided inequality constraints [16], [52, Chapter
17]. Hence, the optimisation problem (11) is a constraint-free minimization of a (Lagrangian-like) weighted
sum of the cost functional J (S) and the constraint P(S) that reads:

inf
(
J (S) + P(S)

)
,

P(S)[λ, µ]:= min
fm≤|S|−υ≤fM

(
λυ +

µ

2
|υ|2
)
,

(19)

where λ and µ are the Lagrange multipliers for the volume constraint. A brief presentation on used
schemes to update these parameters through the optimisation process is provided in B. From the con-
straint gives rise to an additional term in the shape derivative of J (S). We denote by P ′(S) the shape
derivative of the volume constraint P(S) in the direction θ. Under the approximation of thin smooth
inter-phase, this reads (see B):

P ′(S)(θ) = −
∫

ΓS

fP (s)θ · n ds, (20)

where

fP (s) =


λk + (|S| − fM )µk ifλk + µk (|S| − fM ) > 0,

λk + (|S| − fm)µk ifλk + µk (|S| − fm) < 0,

0 otherwise.

We remark that the above expression has the same form of eq. (18), which means that a descent direction
can be found in similar manners.

3.3 Extension and regularization of the velocity field and descent direction

Although eq. (14) for the advection of the level set function is solved in the whole domain Y , shape
sensitivity analysis provides us with a shape gradient defined only on the boundary of the domain ΓS .
Since the boundary is not explicitly discretised in our case, we can assume that the normal velocity V
is defined for the nodes of the elements that are crossed by the zero level set. Then, one possibility is
to consider V = 0, ∀y ∈ Y \ΓS . Unfortunately, this choice would limit the movement of the boundary
to small distance, which would result in an increased number of iterations until convergence, and thus
a slower algorithm. A remedy to this inconvenience is to extend the velocity field in all the domain. At
the same time, it would be numerically beneficial to smooth a bit the shape gradient, but in a way that
guarantees the descent nature of the new advection velocity. The sequel describes one way to combine
these two requirements. Initially, the shape derivative has the form:

J ′(S)(θ) =
∑∫

ΓS

−θ · n f(s) ds (21)

or, for an advection velocity of the type θ(s) = V (s)n(s),

J ′(S)(V n) =
∑∫

ΓS

−V (s) f(s) ds (22)
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Instead of choosing V (s) = −f(s), we can solve the variational formulation for Q ∈ H1(Y ):∫
Y

(
α2 ∇Q ·∇W +W Q

)
dy = J ′(S)(Wn) ∀W ∈ H1(Y ) (23)

where α > 0 is a positive scalar (of the order of the mesh size) to control the regularization width and
take V = −Q. This operation reveals that:

J ′(S)(V n) = −
∫
Y

(
α2|∇Q|2 +Q2

)
dy (24)

which guarantees again a descent direction for J .

4 Optimization algorithm

The numerical algorithm used is adapted from [6] accounting for the additional local problem that is
needed to compute the effective coefficients of the composite panel.

Data: Initialize a level set function φ0 corresponding to an initial shape S0;
for k ≥ 0 iterate until convergence do

a. Redistance φk into a signed distance function dSk for stability reasons;

b. Calculate the local solutionswm`, pm` for m, ` = 1, 2 by solving (7), (8);

c. Deform the domain Sk by solving the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (14);

• Shape Sk+1 is characterized by the level set φk+1 after a time step ∆tk;
• The time step ∆tk is chosen so that J (Sk+1) ≤ J (Sk);

end
Algorithm 1: Major steps of the algorithm in [6] adapted to thin composite panels.

Algorithmic issues As we already mentioned in the previous section, it is well known that problems
of designing optimal microstructures do not possess a global minimum [7]. As a result initial starting
shapes/guesses have a considerable effect on the final design of the micro-structure. If an initial guess
does not result in a shape then we can restart the algorithm with the previous guess being our initial
guess. Additionally, we can start the algorithm with an initial shape that is a known local minimum from
the literature, in which case the algorithm converges very fast.

In order to discuss the influence of the initial design of the material cell on the optimized solution, six
kinds of initial designs displayed in Figure 4 were tested. Initial designs can be a straight or diagonal
patterns with various micro-perforations. The initial design (a) and (b) feature cylinder inclusions, (c) and
(d) feature cone inclusions, (e) and (f) feature circular inclusions. The number and the size of micro-
perforations can be varied to tune the initial volume fraction.

We also draw the reader’s attention to the conflict between the Hadamard’s method for shape varia-
tions which supposes that the topology of the shape remains the same, while the level set method lets
such changes occur in a natural way. This may result in an increase of the objective function J . As a
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(a) (c) (e)

(b) (d) (f)

Figure 4: Initial shapes. (a) Square pattern of cylindrical micro-perforations. (b) Diagonal pattern of cylin-
drical micro-perforations. (c) Square pattern of conic micro-perforations. (d) Diagonal pattern of conic
micro-perforations. (e) Straight bubble pattern. (f) Diagonal bubble pattern.

consequence, for the first iterations where most of the topological changes occur, descent steps will be
accepted even when the objective function J will be relaxed up to a tolerance defined as follows:

J (Sk+1) < J (Sk)(1 + ηtol exp(−k)) (25)

5 Numerical results

In the following examples, the unit cell Y is a rectangular box of dimensions 1 × 1 × 0.25 (hence the
aspect ratio of the length scale r = 1/4), meshed with a structured symmetric grid of 50 × 50 × 12
linear tetrahedron elements. We recall that the distribution of elastic properties are defined by eq. (16).
The material properties in each phases, S and S̄ are characterized by an isotropic fourth order tensor:

Cn =
En

1 + νn
I4 +

En νn

(1 + νn)(1− 2νn)
I2 ⊗ I2 n ∈ {S, S̄}

where I2 is a second order identity matrix, and I4 is the identity fourth order tensor acting on symmetric
matrices. The material properties are normalized as follows: the Young’s modulus E was set to ES =
0.91 MPa for the strong phase (material) andES̄ = 0.91×10−4 MPa for the weak phase (ersatz). The
Poisson’s ratio was set to ν = 0.3 for both phases. A homogeneous plate made of material CS (resp.
CS̄ ) features an effective in-plane behaviour A∗1111 = A∗2222 = r (resp. A∗1111 = A∗2222 = 10−4r).

All computations were carried out using an in house coupling of a series of free software. The elasticity
problems (7) and (8) are solved using the finite element solver Cast3M. The Hamilton-Jacobi equation
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(14) is solved using the method of characteristics using the advect package developed in [19]. The re-
distancing of the level set is undertaken using the mshdist package developed in [25]. The optimisation
is assumed to be terminated when 200 iterative steps are reached, or else, when the time step in the
Hamilton-Jacobi equations becomes too small (the code reached a local minimum and cannot find a
descent direction).

Setting the target stiffness. The simultaneous in-plane, out-of-plane and their coupled behaviour per-
mits to program an out-of-plane response that results in either a dome shaped structure or a saddle
shaped structure under the action of in-plane loading. As the primary interest in this work is the stretching-
bending response of the panels, all shear coefficients, namely A∗1212, B∗1212 and D∗1212 were left free
and are denoted by a star, the controlled coefficients are therefore:

Ctarget =



A∗1111 A∗1122 ? B∗1111 B∗1122 ?
A∗1122 A∗2222 ? B∗2211 B∗2222 ?
? ? ? ? ? ?

B∗1111 B∗2211 ? D∗1111 D∗1122 ?
B∗1122 B∗2222 ? D∗1122 D∗2222 ?
? ? ? ? ? ?

 . (26)

Moreover, by methodically tuning the weights of the cost functional (10) permits to prioritize certain cru-
cial components at the expense of others. Furthermore, all numerical examples reported in the sequel
target an elastic tensor exhibiting “quadratic symmetry”, i.e. A1111 = A2222 and D1111 = D2222. This
simplification, albeit fundamental, demonstrates the capability of the code to discriminate local solutions
with general orthotropic behaviour. Additionally, we point out that the values of the coefficients in A are
usually much larger than the ones in B and D. The difference in scale must be corrected through the
weights ηA, ηB and ηD, otherwise ifO(ηA) = O(ηB) = O(ηD), the cost functional J (S) in (10) can
be approximated during the first iterations:

J (S) ≈ 1

2

∥∥A∗ −Atarget
∥∥2

ηA

and, therefore, the algorithm essentially satisfies the prescribed in plane behaviour Atarget neglecting
Btarget andDtarget. Our experiences concluded that an optimal choice for the weights is: 102O(ηA) =
O(ηB) = O(ηD).

A rectangular macroscopic plate is modelled in the finite element solver Cast3M. It is meshed with
80×60 discrete Kirchhoff triangular (DKT) shell elements [11, 61]. The constitutive matrix obtained from
the optimization is directly included in the calculation. The calculations are conducted with symmetry
boundary conditions on the bottom and left side of the plate. The right part is loaded in displacement
along the direction e1, yet all the other components and rotations are left free. Rigid body movements
are eliminated by fixing the displacements and rotations on a node at the bottom left corner.

5.1 Example 1

The targets of the first micro-structure to be optimized are given in Table 1. To ensure the desired
quadratic symmetry, a symmetry of the shape was enforced along both the Ox and Oy axis, by sym-
metrizing the level set function during the algorithmic iterations. Additionally, the material volume fraction
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x1
x2

x3

symmetry plane symmetry plane

Figure 5: Finite element mesh and boundary conditions for the tensile loading. The amplitude of the
imposed displacement is normalized at 0.1 macroscopic strain. The response to other loading can be
easily recovered, since it is proportional to the loading at small strain.

was constrained to be between 0.3 ≤ |S| ≤ 0.5. The initial shape, depicted in Figure 4(a), is consisting
of a square pattern of “cylindrical” micro-perforations. The collected values of all the coefficients of the
aforementioned shape are included succinctly in Table 1.

Ctarget C∗
0.12 −0.06 0 ? 2.3e−3 0
−0.06 0.12 0 2.3e−3 ? 0

0 0. ? 0 0. ?
? 2.3e−3 0 6.3e−4 ? 0

2.3e−3 ? 0 ? 6.3e−4 0
0 0 ? 0 0 ?




0.120 −0.059 0 −1.5e−3 1.8e−3 0
−0.059 0.119 0 1.7e−3 1.0e−4 0

0. 0. ? 0. 0. ?
? 1.7e−3 0 6.1e−4 ? 0

1.8e−3 ? 0 ? 6.1e−4 0
0. 0. ? 0. 0. ?


Table 1: Values of the target stiffness tensors and the homogenized tensors for the final form of the micro-
structure in Figure 7. Only the entries that have numerical values were controlled. The remaining entries
were left free.

The convergence history of the cost functional and of the volume constraint displayed in Figure 6(a)
shows that the target coefficient got stabilized in slightly more than 40 iterations and that the later iteration
contributed only to small improvements without bringing the cost functional to less than 2 × 10−4. The
evolution of material volume fraction displayed in Figure 6(b) features an initial steep decrease down to
0.25, attributed to the initial swelling of the holes, followed by a slower evolution to up to 0.5, which is the
upper limit of the proposed range of the constraint.

The final shape features are in-plane behaviour with an effective Poisson’s ratio of−0.5 and a significant
value for B1122 and B2211, which come close to the target values. In addition, it is worth noticing that
the diagonal coefficient in the Oy direction is much smaller than the coefficient in the Ox direction. This
implies that when the panel is loaded in the directionOx, it will exhibit a positive Gaussian curvature, i.e.
the panel will morph into a dome shaped structure. Conversely, when the panel is loaded in the direction
Oy, the deformed shape will morph into a cylinder (hence a Gaussian curvature close to 0).
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Figure 6: Evolution of the cost functional (a) and the volume constraint (b) with the number of iterations
for the microstructure depicted in Figure 7. After 40 iterations we seem to have rather stable convergence
both for the cost functional and volume constraint. The algorithm stops after 65 iterations, because the
time step in the advection equation becomes too small.

5.2 Example 2

The targets of the second microstructure to be optimized are given in Table 2. To ensure the desired
quadratic symmetry the level set function was symmetrized along both the Ox and Oy axis after each
iteration. Additionally, the material volume fraction was constrained to be between 0.3 ≤ |S| ≤ 0.5.
The initial shape in Figure 4(e) is consisting of a regular “bubble” pattern. The collected values of all the
coefficients of the aforementioned shape are included succinctly in Table 2.

Ctarget C∗

0.12 −0.06 0 ? 2.3e−3 0
−0.06 0.12 0 2.3e−3 ? 0

0 0. ? 0 0. ?

? 2.3e−3 0 6.3e−4 ? 0
2.3e−3 ? 0 ? 6.3e−4 0

0 0 ? 0 0 ?





0.097 −0.033 0 −2.9e−4 2.2e−4 0
−0.033 0.098 0 2.7e−4 −2.8e−4 0

0. 0. ? 0. 0. ?

? 2.7e−4 0 2.7e−4 ? 0
2.2e−4 ? 0 ? 2.7e−4 0

0. 0. ? 0. 0. ?


Table 2: Values of the target stiffness tensors and the homogenized tensors for the final form of the micro-
structure in Figure 9. Only the entries that have numerical values were controlled. The remaining entries
were left free.

The convergence history of the cost functional and of the volume constraint displayed in Figure 8(a)
shows that the shape gets stabilized in the very first 10 iterations, while the later iteration contributed only
to small improvements without bringing the cost functional to less than 4 × 10−3. Although the gain in
the cost functional gets decreased by a factor of 103, a remaining gap with respect to the target moduli
can be read from Table 2, in particular in the sub-matrix B. We conclude that this shape corresponds
to a local minima for the objective function, but the shape is not as effective as the one in Table 1. The
evolution of material volume fraction displayed in Figure 8(b) features an initial steep decrease down to
0.25, attributed to the initial swelling of the holes, followed by a slower evolution to up to 0.33.

The final shape can be characterized as a “dimpled” sheet structure and looks similar to the designs
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 7: Optimally designed periodic panels accounting for extension-bending coupling effects, with an
attained volume fraction of 0.5. Images (a) and (c) show the top and bottom of the periodic cell, while
image (b) shows a bird’s eye view of the cell. Image (d) shows a 4 × 5 periodically assembled panel
while image (e) shows its macroscopic response assuming the homogeneous equivalent plate model
with the coefficients of Table 1 under a uniaxial tensile load up to 10% macroscopic strain. The deformed
shape is a saddle. The out-of-plane displacement is plotted as a color map on the deformed equivalent
homogeneous panel.
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Figure 8: Evolution of the cost functional (a) and the volume constraint (b) with the number of iterations
for the microstructure depicted in Figure 9. After 6 iterations, we seem to have rather stable convergence
both for the cost functional and volume constraint. The algorithm stops after 65 iterations, because the
time step in the advection equation becomes too small.

imagined in [35]. As prescribed, the final shape features an in-plane auxetic behaviour with a Poisson’s
ratio of −0.33. The values of B1122 and B2211 which describe the coupled response between longitu-
dinal in-plane strain and the transverse curvature, as well as the stiff bending behaviour are close to the
target value. Moreover, we note that the diagonal coefficient in the Oy direction is much smaller than
the coefficient in the Ox direction. This implies that when the panel is loaded in the direction Ox, it will
exhibit a positive Gaussian curvature, i.e. the panel with morph into a dome shape. Conversely, when the
panels is loaded in the direction Oy, the deformed shape will morph into a cylinder and, hence, will have
a Gaussian curvature close to 0.

5.3 Example 3

The targets of the third micro-structure to be optimized are given in Table 3. The material volume fraction,
once again, was constrained to be between 0.3 ≤ |S| ≤ 0.5. The initial shape, depicted in Figure 4(d),
consists of a diagonal pattern of “cone” micro-perforations. The collected values of all the coefficients of
the aforementioned shape are succinctly included in Table 3.

Ctarget C∗

0.12 −0.03 0 ? 2.3e−3 0
−0.03 0.12 0 −2.3e−3 ? 0

0 0. ? 0 0. ?

? −2.3e−3 0 6.3e−4 ? 0
2.3e−3 ? 0 ? 6.3e−4 0

0 0 ? 0 0 ?





0.106 −3e−4 0 9.5e−3 1.8e−4 0
−3e−4 0.114 0 −8.3e−5 −7.6e−3 0

0. 0. ? 0. 0. ?

? −8.3e−5 0 9.4e−4 ? 0
2.7e−4 ? 0 ? 7.3e−4 0

0. 0. ? 0. 0. ?


Table 3: Values of the target stiffness tensors and the homogenized tensors for the final form of the
micro-structure in Figure 11. Only the entries that have numerical values were controlled. The remaining
entries were left free.

The convergence history of the cost functional and of the volume constraint displayed in Figure 10(a)
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 9: Optimally designed periodic panel resulting in a “dimpled” sheet structure. The attained volume
fraction is 33%. Images (a) and (c) show the top and bottom of the periodic cell, while image (b) shows a
bird’s eye view of the cell. Image (d) shows a 4×5 periodically assembled panel while image (e) shows its
macroscopic response assuming the homogeneous equivalent plate model with the coefficients of Table 2
under a uniaxial tensile load up to 10% macroscopic strain. The deformed shape is a circular dome. The
out-of-plane displacement is plotted as a color map on the deformed equivalent homogeneous panel.
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Figure 10: Evolution of the cost functional (a) and the volume constraint (b) for the number of iterations for
the microstructure depicted in Figure 11. After 6 iterations, we seem to have rather stable convergence
both for the cost functional and volume constraint. The algorithm stops after 43 iterations, because the
time step in the advection equation becomes too small.

shows that the shape gets stabilized in the very first 10 iterations, while the later iteration contributed only
to small improvements without bringing the cost functional to less than 4 × 10−3. Although the gain in
the cost functional gets decreased by a factor of 103, a remaining gap with respect to the target moduli
can be read from Table 2, in particular in the block matrix B. We conclude that this shape corresponds
to a local minima for the objective function, but the shape is not as effective as the one in Table 1. The
evolution of material volume fraction displayed in Figure 10(b) features an initial steep decrease down to
0.25, attributed to the initial swelling of the holes, followed by a slower evolution to up to 0.33.

The final shape is similar to the pantograph structures discussed in [27], however, we notice that the
vertical beams are on top of the horizontal beams. The micro-structure exhibits a mild auxetic response
with an in-plane apparent Poisson’s ratio of ν∗ = −0.25 but a remaining gap with respect to the target
moduli can be read from Table 3.

5.4 Example 4

The targets for the last micro-structure to be optimized are given in Table 4. The material volume fraction,
once more, was constrained to be between 0.3 ≤ |S| ≤ 0.5. The initial shape, depicted in Figure 4(d),
consists of a diagonal pattern of “cone” micro-perforations. The collected values of all the coefficients of
the aforementioned shape are succinctly included in Table 4.

The convergence history of the cost functional and of the volume constraint displayed in Figure 12(a)
shows that the shape gets stabilized in the very first 10 iterations, while the later iteration contributed only
to small improvements without bringing the cost functional to less than 4 × 10−3. Although the gain in
the cost functional gets decreased by a factor of 103, a remaining gap with respect to the target moduli
can be read from Table 2, in particular in the sub-matrix B. We conclude that this shape corresponds
to a local minima for the objective function, but the shape is not as effective as the one in Table 1. The
evolution of material volume fraction displayed in Figure 12(b) features an initial steep decrease down
to 0.15, attributed to the initial swelling of the holes, followed by a and a slower evolution starting from
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 11: Optimally designed periodic panels accounting for bending-stretch effects mimicking a panto-
graph structure. The attained volume fraction is 30%, which corresponds to lower bound of the volume
interval set. Images (a) and (c) show the top and bottom of the periodic cell, while image (b) shows a
bird’s eye view of the cell. Image (d) shows a 4× 5 periodically assembled panel while image (e) shows
its macroscopic response assuming the homogeneous equivalent plate model with the coefficients of Ta-
ble 3 under a uniaxial tensile load up to 10% macroscopic strain. The deformed shape is a cylinder. The
out-of-plane displacement is plotted as a color map on the deformed equivalent homogeneous panel.

Ctarget C∗

0.12 −0.06 0 ? 2.3e−3 0
−0.06 0.12 0 2.3e−3 ? 0

0 0. ? 0 0. ?

? 2.3e−3 0 6.3e−4 ? 0
2.3e−3 ? 0 ? 6.3e−4 0

0 0 ? 0 0 ?





0.124 −0.056 0 3.8e−3 1.23e−4 0
−0.056 0.125 0 −2.2e−4 2.97e−3 0

0. 0. ? 0. 0. ?

? −8.3e−5 0 8.8e−4 ? 0
2.7e−4 ? 0 ? 9.4e−4 0

0. 0. ? 0. 0. ?


Table 4: Values of the target stiffness tensors and the homogenized tensors for the final form of the
microstructure in Figure 13. Only the entries that have numerical values were controlled. The remaining
entries were left free.

iteration 40 to up to 0.48.

The final shape is of the rotating units type, discussed in [33] (see also the third example of a 2D design
in [2]). As prescribed, the resulting structure exhibits a “quadratic” symmetry. The computed effective
Poisson’s ratio is ν∗ = −0.45 and, moreover, the extension bending coupling arises from the fact that
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Figure 12: Evolution of the cost functional (a) and the volume constraint (b) for the number of iterations for
the microstructure depicted in Figure 13. After 40 iterations, we seem to have rather stable convergence
both for the cost functional and volume constraint. The algorithm stops after 200 iterations.

the structure is asymmetric along its thickness, being bulkier on one side.

6 Conclusion and perspectives

We proposed a method for two-scale topology optimization of micro-structured thin panels with in-plane
periodicity. We use inverse homogenization and a level set method coupled with the Hadamard shape
derivative to construct plate elastic moduli within the periodic cell in the context of the diffuse inter-phase
approach that exhibit certain prescribed macroscopic behaviour for a single material and “void” while
simultaneously accounting for bending-stretching effects. By controlling the micro-structure of the panel,
we simultaneously controlled the in-plane, out-of-plane and their coupled behaviour and in doing so
we designed panels with an out-of-plane response that results in either a dome shaped structure or a
saddle shaped structure under the action of in-plane loading. By and large, these building blocks can be
leveraged in systematic design of shape morphing structures. Moreover, the obtained shapes are directly
realizable through additive manufacturing techniques.
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A Shape propagation analysis

A.1 Shape derivative in the smoothed-interface context

Using the method of Ca, discussed in [21], for the calculation of the shape derivative of the objective
function, we formulate the Lagrangian function L : W 1,∞(Y,R3)× V × V × V × V → R as follows:

L
(
S, ξγδ,Ξ, ζγδ,Z

)
=

1

2

∥∥A∗ −Atarget
∥∥2

ηA
+

1

2

∥∥B∗ −Btarget
∥∥2

ηB
+

1

2

∥∥D∗ −Dtarget
∥∥2

ηD

+

∫
Y
C(y) :

(
Eγδ + εy(ξγδ)

)
: εy(Ξ) dy

+

∫
Y
C(y) :

(
Xαβ + εy(ζαβ)

)
: εy(Z) dy.

(27)

Here, Ξ, Z are intended as the Lagrange multipliers associated to the enforcement of the state equa-
tions. ξγδ , Ξ, ζγδ andZ are vector-valued functions defined in Y , which do not depend on S. As usual,
the stationarity of the Lagrangian provides the optimality conditions for the minimization problem.

Direct problem. Differentiating L in (27) with respect to Ξ in the direction of a test function ϕ ∈
H1(Y,R3) gives: 〈

∂L
∂Ξ
| ϕ
〉

=

∫
Y
C(y) :

(
Eγδ + εy(ξγδ)

)
: εy(ϕ) dy,

Upon setting the above equation equal to zero, we recover the variational formulation of first state
equation (7). Similarly, differentiating L (27) with respect to Z in the direction of a test function
ϕ ∈ H1(Y,R3) gives:〈

∂L
∂Z
| ϕ
〉

=

∫
Y
C(y) :

(
Xαβ + εy(ζαβ)

)
: εy(ϕ) dy,

Upon setting the above equation equal to zero, we recover the variational formulation of second state
equation (8).

Adjoint problem. The partial derivative ofL in (27) with respect to ξγδ in the direction of a test function
ψ ∈ H1(Y,R3) results in:〈

∂L
∂ξγδ

| ψ
〉

=
r

|Y |
∥∥A∗ −Atarget

∥∥
ηA

∫
Y
C(y) : εy(ψ) :

(
Eγδ + εy(ξγδ)

)
dy

+
r

|Y |
∥∥B∗ −Btarget

∥∥
ηB

∫
Y
C(y) : εy(ψ) :

(
Xγδ + εy(ζγδ)

)
dy

+

∫
Y
C(y) : εy(ψ) : εy(Ξ) dy.
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The integral over Y on the first two lines is equal to 0 from the state equations (7) and (8). Moreover, if
we choose ψ = Ξ and using the positive definiteness ofC as well as the Y -periodicity of Ξ, we obtain
that the solution of the adjoint state is identically zero, Ξ = 0. Similarly, the partial derivative of L with
respect to ζγδ in the direction of a test function ψ ∈ H1(Y,R3) results in:〈

∂L
∂ζγδ

| ψ
〉

=
r

|Y |
∥∥B∗ −Btarget

∥∥
ηB

∫
Y
C(y) :

(
Eγδ + εy(ξγδ)

)
: εy(ψ) dy

+
r

|Y |
∥∥D∗ −Dtarget

∥∥
ηD

∫
Y
C(y) :

(
Xγδ + εy(ζγδ)

)
: εy(ψ) dy

+

∫
Y
C(y) : εy(ψ) : εy(Z) dy.

The integral over Y on the first two lines is equal to 0 from the state equations (7) and (8). Moreover, if
we chooseψ = Z and using the positive definiteness ofC as well as the Y -periodicity ofZ, we obtain
that the solution of the adjoint state is identically zero, Z = 0.

Shape derivative. Deforming the interface Γ in the direction of a smooth vector field θ, the shape
derivative of the objective function is found to be the shape derivative of the Lagrangian at the optimal
point:

J ′(S)(θ) =

〈
∂L
∂S

(
S,wγδ,0,pγδ,0

)
| θ
〉
. (28)

Thus:

J ′(S)(θ) =
r

|Y |
∥∥A∗(dS)−Atarget

∥∥
ηA∫

Y
d′S(θ)C ′(dS) :

(
Eγδ + εy(wγδ)

)
:
(
Eαβ + εy(wαβ)

)
dy

+
r

|Y |
∥∥B∗(dS)−Btarget

∥∥
ηB∫

Y
d′S(θ)C ′(dS) :

(
Eγδ + εy(wγδ)

)
:
(
Xαβ + εy(pαβ)

)
dy

+
r

|Y |
∥∥D∗(dS)−Dtarget

∥∥
ηD∫

Y
d′S(θ)C ′(dS) :

(
Xγδ + εy(pγδ)

)
:
(
Xαβ + εy(pαβ)

)
dy

Moreover, as presented in Proposition 2.5 and then Proposition 2.9 from [5], the shape derivative can be
expressed as follows:

J ′(S)(θ) =
r

|Y |
∥∥A∗(dS)−Atarget

∥∥
ηA

∫
ΓS

−θ · n fA(s) ds

+
r

|Y |
∥∥B∗(dS)−Btarget

∥∥
ηB

∫
ΓS

−θ · n fB(s) ds

+
r

|Y |
∥∥D∗(dS)−Dtarget

∥∥
ηD

∫
ΓS

−θ · n fD(s) ds,

(29)
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where:



fA(s) =

∫
ray∂S∩Y

[
2∏
i=1

1 + dS(z)κi(s)

]
H′e(dS)(

CS̄ −CS
)

:
(
Eγδ + εz(wγδ)

)
:
(
Eαβ + εz(wαβ)

)
dz

fB(s) =

∫
ray∂S∩Y

[
2∏
i=1

1 + dS(z)κi(s)

]
H′e(dS)(

CS̄ −CS
)

:
(
Eγδ + εz(wγδ)

)
:
(
Xαβ + εz(pαβ)

)
dz

fD(s) =

∫
ray∂S∩Y

[
2∏
i=1

1 + dS(z)κi(s)

]
H′e(dS)(

CS̄ −CS
)

:
(
Xγδ + εz(pγδ)

)
:
(
Xαβ + εz(pαβ)

)
dz

A.2 Approximate formula for the shape derivative

Although formula (29) is satisfying from a mathematical point of view, its numerical evaluation is not com-
pletely straightforward. There are two delicate issues. First, one has to compute the principal curvatures
κi(s) for any point s ∈ Γ on the interface. Second, one has to perform a 1-d integration along the rays
of the energy-like quantity. This is a classical task in the level set framework but, still, it is of interest to
devise a simpler approximate formula for the shape derivative.

Following the ideas developed in [5], a first approximate formula is to assume that the interface is
roughly plane, namely to assume that the principal curvatures κi(s) vanish. In such a case we obtain a
“Jacobian-free” approximate shape derivative. This gives a new expression for fA, fB and fD:



fA(s) =

∫
ray∂S∩Y

H′e(dS)
(
CS̄ −CS

)
:
(
Eγδ + εz(wγδ)

)
:
(
Eαβ + εz(wαβ)

)
dz

fB(s) =

∫
ray∂S∩Y

H′e(dS)
(
CS̄ −CS

)
:
(
Eγδ + εz(wγδ)

)
:
(
Xαβ + εz(pαβ)

)
dz

fD(s) =

∫
ray∂S∩Y

H′e(dS)
(
CS̄ −CS

)
:
(
Xγδ + εz(pγδ)

)
:
(
Xαβ + εz(pαβ)

)
dz

A second approximate formula is obtained when the smoothing parameter e is small. Note that, since the
support of the function he is of size 2e, the integral in formula (29) is confined to a tubular neighbourhood
of Γ of width 2e. Therefore, if e is small, one may assume that the functions depending on z are constant
along each ray, equal to their value at y ∈ Γ. In other words, for small e we assume:

εz ≈ εs, dS(z) ≈ dS(s) = 0, (30)
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which yields the approximate formulas, for y ∈ ΓS ,

fA(s) =
(
CS̄ −CS

)
:
(
Eγδ + εs(wγδ)

)
:
(
Eαβ + εs(wαβ)

)∫
ray∂S∩Y

H′e(dS) dz

fB(s) =
(
CS̄ −CS

)
:
(
Eγδ + εs(wγδ)

)
:
(
Xαβ + εs(pαβ)

)∫
ray∂S∩Y

H′e(dS)dz

fD(s) =
(
CS̄ −CS

)
:
(
Xγδ + εs(pγδ)

)
:
(
Xαβ + εs(pαβ)

)∫
ray∂S∩Y

H′e(dS)dz

Furthermore, most rays have a length larger than 2e so that∫
ray∂S∩Y

H′e(dω) dz +

∫
ray∂S∩Y

H′e(dω) dz = He(e)−He(−e) = 1. (31)

In turn, the shape derivative in (29) can be approximated by:

J ′(S)(θ) =
r

|Y |
∥∥A∗(dS)−Atarget

∥∥
ηA

∫
ΓS

−θ · n(
CS̄ −CS

)
:
(
Eγδ + εs(wγδ)

)
:
(
Eαβ + εs(wαβ)

)
ds

+
r

|Y |
∥∥B∗(dS)−Btarget

∥∥
ηB

∫
ΓS

−θ · n(
CS̄ −CS

)
:
(
Eγδ + εs(wγδ)

)
:
(
Xαβ + εs(pαβ)

)
ds

+
r

|Y |
∥∥D∗(dS)−Dtarget

∥∥
ηD

∫
ΓS

−θ · n(
CS̄ −CS

)
:
(
Xγδ + εz(pγδ)

)
:
(
Xαβ + εz(pαβ)

)
ds

(32)

Numerical results performed in [5] reveal that the latter simplification (32), which we shall refer to as
the approximate shape derivative, works very well in practice for problems of compliance minimization.
Formula (32) is also used by Wang et al. in their numerical simulations [66].

B Volume constraint

The volume constraint is enforced using an augmented Lagrangian approach to enforce a two-sided
inequality constraints [16], [52, Chapter 17]. Hence, the optimisation problem (11) is a constraint-free
minimization of a (Lagrangian-like) weighted sum of the cost functional J (S) and the constraint P(S)
that reads:

inf
(
J (S) + P(S)

)
,

P(S, λ, µ) = min
fm≤|S|−υ≤fM

(
λυ +

µ

2
|υ|2
)
,

(33)

where λ and µ are the Lagrange multipliers for the volume constraint.
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At the iteration k, a straightforward calculation shows that the minimum above is attained at the point υk

given by:

υk =


|S| − fM ifλk + µk (|S| − fM ) > 0

|S| − fm ifλk + µk (|S| − fm) < 0

−λk/µk otherwise

(34)

and P is given by:

P(S) =



λk (|S| − fM ) +
µk

2
| |S| − fM |2 ifλk + µk (|S| − fM ) > 0

λk (|S| − fm) +
µk

2
| |S| − fm|2 ifλk + µk (|S| − fm) < 0

−(λk)2/2µk otherwise

(35)

Deforming the interface Γ in the direction of a smooth vector field θ , the shape derivative of the constraint
function P(S) under the approximation of thin smooth inter-phase reads:

P ′(S)(θ) =



[
λk + (|S| − fM )µk

] ∫
ΓS

−θ · n ds ifλk + µk (|S| − fM ) > 0[
λk + (|S| − fm)µk

] ∫
ΓS

−θ · n ds ifλk + µk (|S| − fm) < 0

0 otherwise

(36)

The developments to obtain the above equation are identical to the ones performed for J (S).

The conclusion from the preceding analysis is that a method of multipliers for problem consists of sequen-
tial minimizations of the form, which do not involve the variables υ. The (first-order) multiplier iteration is
given by:

λk+1 =


λk + µk (f(S)− fM ) ifλk + µk (f(S)− fM ) > 0

λk + µk (f(S)− fm) ifλk + µk (f(S)− fm) < 0

0 otherwise

(37)

The last aspect consists in updating the penalty parameters µ every 10 iterations as follows:

µk+10 = 2µk (38)

C Constitutive behaviour of laminate plate as a route for prescribing tar-
gets

The choice of a target plate tensor may seem a difficult task a priori. The prescribed stiffness coefficients
should not compromise the positive definiteness, and should remain bounded imposed by the rule of
mixture (e.g. the Voigt-Reuss bounds). Yet, to the best of our knowledge, the clear definition of elastic
bounds in the context of thin plates has not been explored, and is beyond the scope of the present work.
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We rather address this aspect by studying the laminate plate, a sub-category of elastic plate with periodic
pattern. This simpler framework permits to rapidly construct achievable target tensors analytically. In the
sequel, we recall the expressions ofA,B,D in the context of the classical laminate plate theory (CPLT)
[57], and illustrate the construction of a target through an simple case which is used in the numerical
examples (section 5).

Note that a limiting case for a homogeneous thin plate theory should be the Kirchhoff-Love plate equa-
tions. Let us consider the definition ofN as a sum of integrals in each layer:

N =
n∑
k=1

∫ hk+1

hk

σ dx3

Introducing the constitutive behaviour layer by layer and using the generalized strain components gives:

N =

n∑
k=1

∫ hk+1

hk

C : (ε(U) + x3χ(U3)) dx3

Since the generalized strains do not depend upon x3, one can write:

N =

[
n∑
k=1

∫ hk+1

hk

C dx3

]
: ε(U) +

[
n∑
k=1

∫ hk+1

hk

x3C dx3

]
: χ(U3)

= A : ε(U) +B : χ(U3)

(39)

Following the same reasoning for M we can write:

M =

[
n∑
k=1

∫ hk+1

hk

x3C dx3

]
: ε(U) +

[
n∑
k=1

∫ hk+1

hk

x2
3C dx3

]
: χ(U3)

= B : ε(U) +D : χ(U3)

(40)

Thus, the plate constitutive law is: [
N
M

]
=

[
A B
B D

]
:

[
ε
χ

]
Like in the thin plates with periodic micro-structure, the general laminate plate model induces an
extension-bending coupling in the most general case. It is a consequence of the heterogeneous or
anisotropic properties of the panel (variations between each ply). To illustrate this effect, let us con-
sider a simple bi-phase composite panels, i.e. composed by two superposed plates that are perfectly
glued at their interface. It is assumed in this example that the upper plate is stiffer than the lower one in
the direction (O, e1). Under a tensile loading in the direction (O, e1), not only the plate is stretched in
the direction (O, e1), it also undergoes an out of plane curvature (hence a coupled response).

The main difference between the laminate plate theory and the panel with periodic micro-structure lies in
the fact thatB is symmetric in the case of laminates, but not necessarily in the case of periodic plates.
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Example. Let us consider a bi-phase laminate plate of thickness 2h, composed of isotropic plies of
equal thickness. The material in the upper ply Sp is described by Young’s modulus Ep = 0.4608 MPa
and Poisson’s ratio is νp = −0.2, whereas the material in lower ply Sm features a Young’s modulus
Em = 0.1728 MPa and Poisson’s ratio is νm = −0.8. The resulting laminate plate stiffness tensor,
computed analytically from eqs. (39) and (40), reads:

0.12 −0.06 0 0. 2.3e−3 0
−0.06 0.12 0 2.3e−3 0. 0

0 0. ? 0 0. ?

? 2.3e−3 0 6.3e−4 ? 0
2.3e−3 ? 0 ? 6.3e−4 0

0 0 ? 0 0 ?

 (41)

The process can be extended to laminate with n ply, where each ply is orthotropic.
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